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“I have been a profitable, full time trader 
for four years now.  A large part of this 
success I owe to Nirvana Systems.”  
- Bill Graves
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The key to building wealth is to make consistent 
gains regardless of what the market is doing. 
You need an investment Strategy that can make 
money in bear markets, bull markets, sideways 
and volatile markets.

We are Nirvana Systems and we’ve been building 
advanced trading technology for over 30 years for 
traders and investors all over the world. Recently 
we created a trading strategy that leverages our 
proprietary artificial intelligence technology to 
achieve outstanding performance.

How many Trading Strategies can generate 
profitable Signals year after year, in any market, 
and on any list? ARM5 RTM-17 may very well be 
the first of its kind. ARM5 RTM-17 has tested out 
to be highly profitable on stocks in the S&P, the 
NASDAQ, and the Russell—in fact it is profitable 
on all lists we have tried it on  
back to 2005.

ARM5 RTM-17 comes with OmniTrader 
Professional, our automated trading software 
platform AND our unmatched 90-Day  
Guarantee! If you are interested in building  
wealth automatically, you owe it to yourself to 
learn more about ARM5 RTM-17.



What is ARM5 RTM-17?
Nirvana Systems was founded in 1987 for the explicit 
purpose of developing automated trading technology 
for individual investors. Over the past 30 years, we have 
built a solid reputation for providing quality products 
that are more automated and more powerful than 
anything else on the market. And now, we’ve 
outdone ourselves!

The Power of Advanced Trading Technology
ARM5 RTM-17 is the latest proprietary automated 
Trading Strategy released by our Labs. Many Trading 
Strategies are designed for one specific type of market, 
which means they can easily fail when confronted with 
sudden changes in trend or volatility.  

ARM5 RTM-17 handles today’s changing markets. 
The Strategy compares short term price movement to the 
longer trend, looking for opportunities to exploit. It can 
also recognize opportunities in flat or sideways markets 
and take advantage of them.

Withstanding the Test of Time
ARM5 RTM-17 uses artificial intelligence to analyze the 
recent market and then uses that analysis to create 
rules for trending in the current market (see 10-year 
equity curve, page 4). ARM5 RTM-17 has proven itself to 
hold up across all market environments.

Guaranteed to Perform
We take the business of building Trading Strategies 
very seriously, and we believe in what we sell. 
That’s why we offer our unprecedented 90-Day 
Unconditional Guarantee (see details on page 7).  But 
we also want to protect those who use the Strategy 
from the pitfalls of overtrading. That’s why we have a 
limited number of copies available. Once we’ve sold 
the 300th copy of ARM5 RTM-17, it will be taken off 
the market.   

“The strategy is easy to run, easy to 
implement and only requires a few 
minutes of your time a day. As a matter 
of fact it is so easy that you might feel 
cheated by its simplicity. But the results 
speak for themselves.”  
- Thomas Helget
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ARM5 RTM-17 has made gains every year in since 2005 in *simulated trading (see right). 
The key to this remarkable performance is the strategy’s use of Artificial Intelligence. This 
advanced technology allows the strategy to prosper regardless of market conditions. 

The equity curve below reflects simulated performance on the stocks in the S&P 100 & 
NASDAQ  100. But ARM5 RTM-17 works on any stock list in any market. 

Never before has a Trading Strategy been available with this level of flexibility   
or performance. ARM5 RTM-17 has the firepower to help you achieve your wealth 
building goals. 
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Consistent Gains for Over 10 Years
ARM5 RTM-17 Excels in Any Market 

All statistics generated by applying 10% of equity to each trade generated.  

*Results based on simulated trading.



Nirvana Systems has established itself  
as in industry leader in the application  
of Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) to the 
financial markets.  
 
We have developed three different A.I. 
components; the Genetic Algorithm, the 
Neural Network, and the Consensus Block. 
By combining all three, we have provided 
trader’s with a major advantage. These 
components not only train themselves 
based on historical market data, but they 
continue to learn as the current  
market unfolds. 
 
Never before has this level of trading 
technology been available to the 
individual investor and trader. And now 
you can put this technology to work for 
you with ARM5 RTM-17. 
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The Artificial Intelligence Advantage

ARM5 BREAKTHROUGH 

One of our recent advances in A.I. technology was the  
release of Incremental Training. This type or training uses the most 
recent data in order to train our A.I. to deliver trades in the current 
market. This insures that we are getting trades based on what is 
profitable right now, and performance speaks for itself!
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Getting Started with ARM5 RTM-17
The ARM5 RTM-17 manual will give you all 
the information you need to know to be up
and running within minutes of receiving  
the package.

Priority Technical Support
As an ARM5 RTM-17 owner, you receive  
priority technical support. You will be assigned 
your own personal representative who will be 
contacting you to make sure you get ARM5 
RTM-17 up and running. If you encounter any 
difficulty with the software or materials, just call 
our priority 800 number and you will receive all 
the help you need.

Included FREE!  OmniTrader Professional - A $1,995 value!

When you purchase ARM5 RTM-17, you also receive OmniTrader 
Professional, the most automated trading platform in the world.  While it 
is very easy to trade ARM5 RTM-17 manually (just send Market on Open 
Buy and Sell orders to your broker), automating it with Pro means you can 
literally put your trading on auto pilot, freeing you to pursue other interests.  
It’s like having your own personal fund manager!
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Our 90-Day Money Back Guarantee
Get ARM5 RTM-17 and use it for 90-Days. If you are not
happy with ARM5 RTM-17 for ANY reason within this trial
period, just return it for a 100% refund.

End User License and Non-Disclosure Agreement 
We want to ensure that those customers who trade with
ARM5 RTM-17 are successful. That’s why we are limiting the
number of copies to just 300.

We must ensure that all ARM5 RTM-17 Signals are not
shared outside the ARM5 RTM-17 owner base in any way.
An End User License and Non-Disclosure Agreement must
be signed with each copy sold.* 

ARM5 RTM-17 Pricing and Terms ARM5 RTM-17 End User License . . . . $995
For a limited time, you can acquire ARM5 RTM-17 for just
$995. This is still much less than people pay for other Trading
Systems that only work in a limited number of market
conditions. And NOBODY offers a Money Back Guarantee.

Acquiring ARM5 RTM-17 easy. 
Visit www.nirvanasystems.com/RTM17 to order.

But don’t wait – submit your application today! Because once
we’ve sold the 300th copy, the opportunity to build wealth
with ARM5 RTM-17 will have passed.1

ARM5 RTM-17 is the result of millions of dollars of
development costs. Nothing in the market comes close to the
robustness and performance of this Trading System. Join the
elite group of traders who are building wealth in any market
condition. You’ll be glad you did.

*See the ARM5 RTM-17 End User License and
 Non-Disclosure Agreement and Performance Guarantee
 for complete details.

1 Applications will be accepted on a first-come, first-serve 
  basis, according to postmark or dated fax transmission. 
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9111 Jollyville Rd, Suite 275
Austin, TX 78759

Toll Free 1.800.880.0338
www.nirvanasystems.com

The ARM5 RTM-17 System 

·  In historical testing ARM5 RTM-17 made money  

   every year for the past 10 years.  

·  Designed to build wealth in any market condition. 

Get on board before ARM5 RTM-17 
is sold out! 

Call: 1.800.880.0338
Online: www.nirvanasystems.com/RTM17

  Money Back Guarantee!

NirvanaSystems




